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Shih Ming-teh

Detained leaders reportedly tortured
Several prominent leaders of Taiwan’s democratic opposition movement arrested in the wake of the
December 10 Human Rights Day celebration in the southern port-city of Kaohsiung have reportedly been
tortured. From several independent reliable sources in Taiwan we have learned that Lin Yi-hsiung (          ),
member of the Taiwan Provincial Assembly and legal adviser to Meili Tao (Formosa Magazine); Yao
Chia-wen (           ), also a prominent lawyer and legal adviser to Meili Tao, Ms. Lu Hsiu-lien (               )
Taiwan’s women’s rights leader and Harvard Law School graduate; Chang Chun-hung (                ), chief-
editor of Meili Tao and member of the Taiwan Provincial Assembly; and Wang T’o (         ), prominent
novelist and literary critic have been tortured severely while in the custody of the Taiwan Garrison
Command (TGC). Taiwan authorities have denied these charges.

When asked about these reports, the Taipei office of the American Institute in Taiwan indicated that it
was aware of the fact that nobody — not even wives or other close relatives — had been allowed to
see or visit the arrested opposition leaders since they were arrested on December 13, 1979. This fact raises
grave doubts about the honesty and sincerity of the Taiwan authorities.

We suggest that — in order to clear up these charges — the Taiwan authorities allow representatives of
the American Institute in Taiwan, the International Red Cross, and Amnesty  International to visit the
detained opposition leaders.

Shih Ming-teh arrested

After a 26-day search the Taiwan Garrison Command (TGC)
reportedly arrested Shih Ming-teh (38) in Taipei. Mr. Shih
was apparently taken into custody at 1:40 pm, January 8th

1980, at the residence of Hsu ching-fu (              ) the operator
of a movie production / distribution company in Taipei. Mr.
Hsu’s wife, Chiang Chin-ying (                   ), and another woman,
Chang Wen-chiang (                   ), were also arrested.

Recent visitors to Taiwan reported that Shih had become
something of a folk-hero for his capability to elude the
secret-police dragnet. These visitors also reported a fast-
growing below-the-surface network in support of the demo-
cratic opposition in spite of the large-scale arrests of
opposition leaders.

Shih Ming-the executed ? See report on page 7
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Appeal from Taiwan

On December 31, 1979 the Taiwanese community in the U.S. received an appeal from several members
of the democratic opposition group, who had not been arrested yet, but who were in hiding. Below you
find the edited text of this appeal:

Help, help, he1p, rescue us ! ! !
To all human rights organizations, all over the world.
To all Taiwanese organizations, all over the world.
To all Christians, all over the world.

From a young generation of Taiwanese, who have been
fighting for human rights, whose lives are now endangered,
and who have been arrested or who are hiding in an attempt
to escape from certain torture and maybe death at the hands
of the KMT’s secret police.

Immediately after the December 10, 1979 gathering - a meeting
at which many thousands gathered in Kaohsiung to celebrate
Human Rights Day virtually all democratic opposition
leaders were arrested by the KMT's secret police. Many people
have already been arrested, and more than 500 may be arrested
according to the head of the Taiwan Garrison Command.

We don’t have a list of the arrested people. Some have just
disappeared.  Family or friends have not been notified of
their whereabouts. We urge all readers of this letter to take
immediate action to protest, against these arrests by the KMT,
and to rescue all prisoners of conscience in Taiwan.

Partial List of Arrested Persons

Below you find a list of members of the democratic opposition movement who have either been arrested,
arrested and subsequently released, or who are presently being sought by the Taiwan Garrison Command
(TGC, Taiwan’s secret police). It must be emphasized that it is extremely difficult to get accurate
information about the situation in Taiwan: the relatives of the arrested persons have been warned by the
police not to relay information about the arrests to the outside world. Several people who transmitted
parts of the list to human rights organizations in the United States were subsequently also arrested. The
information presented here is therefore far from complete. We will publish more information as it
becomes available.

The names are given - as customary - family name first and given name last. In the “ARREST STATUS”
column we give, when possible, the date and place of arrest. Some persons were arrested and - according
to some sources - released again (“released”), while others are apparently still being hunted down by the
Garrison Command (“hiding”).
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On Friday, January 11 1980, the Washington office of the Coordinating Council for North American
Affairs (CCNAA, Taiwan’s unofficial representation in the U.S.) indicated that 65 people have been
arrested pending completion of investigation on sedition charges. No figure for the total number of arrests
was given, but sources in Taiwan estimate the overall total to be well over 300.

The CCNAA report said that if investigations do not yield evidence to support sedition charges, then the
sedition cases will be remanded to civil court.

We find it interesting to note that the Taiwan authorities first arrest people on sedition charges, and then
look for evidence to support these charges.

More Presbyterians Arrested

After completing the above 1ist, we received word that the Taiwan Garrison Command had started to
arrest more people associated with the Presbyterian Church, including Ms. Shih Jui-yun (                        ),
secretary of Dr. C.M. Kao, General Secretary of the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan. The Reverend Kao
indicated to friends in the United States that he expects to be arrested any day.

Shih Ming-the Executed?

Mr. Shih — arrested on January 8th is a former political prisoner, who played a key role in the embryonic
democratic movement. He served as manager of Meili Tao (Formosa Magazine) until it was banned after
the December 10 Human Rights Day celebration. During interrogation by the Taiwan Garrison
Command in 1962 police officers knocked out Mr. Shih’s teeth and damaged his back so severely, that
fifteen years later he was still suffering from his back injury.

At approximately noon time on January 10 1980 (West Coast time) a report reached the United States
that in the evening of January 10 (Taiwan time) Mr. Shih had been sent to a secret military court for
sentencing, and was scheduled to be executed at dawn on January 11th (Taiwan time). The U.S. State
Department, the offices of Senator Kennedy and several other prominent U.S. Senators and Congress-
men, as well as Amnesty International immediately lodged strong protests against the reported
impending execution.
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On the morning of Friday, January 11 1980, General Hsu Mei-ling, (                 , spokesman for the Taiwan
Garrison Command), announced that Shih Ming-teh had not been brought to trial or executed. However,
nobody has been allowed to see or visit Mr. Shih.

Who planned Violence in Kaohsiung?

One of the major questions being raised in connection with the December 10 Human Rights Day
celebration is: “Where did the violence originate?”  The governing authorities (KMT in the remainder
of this statement, since the Taiwan government is almost synonymous with the ruling KMT, Kuomintang
Chinese Nationalist Party) charge that the rally was “premeditated result of conspiracy”, which brought
together “lawless and radical elements armed with clubs, bars, iron hooks, torches, incendiary chemicals,
axes, and rocks that had been deliberately gathered and made ready specifically for use” at the rally.

Such imaginative prose must be contrasted against more down-to-earth information obtained from other
sources in Taiwan:

1.  The opposition group applied for permission to hold an open-air gathering to celebrate Human Rights
Day. If the opposition group was indeed “lawless and radical”, then they would not have applied for
a permit for the meeting.

2.  Opposition sources indicate that the major violent confrontations of the evening of December 10, 1979
were initiated by the riot troops: in the beginning of the evening the police fully encircled and then
moved in on the opposition group. After the initial melee the opposition regrouped and had a peaceful
gathering attended by more than 10,000 people with speeches and the singing of Taiwanese folksongs.
Violence erupted again at the end of the evening when riot troops arrived, which smashed with their
trucks into the crowd, and attempted to break up the meeting with teargas. (See the eyewitness account
reported in our Newsletter # 7, December 15 1979).

3. KMT sources report that “unarmed policemen” were attacked by a “large mob” and that “182
policemen and 1 demonstrator were injured”. Our comment on that report would be that, firstly,
anyone who has ever been in Taiwan knows that policemen there are never “unarmed” (in Britain
maybe, but in Taiwan...?), and secondly, that in any major confrontation between two groups it is
highly unlikely that only people on one side are injured.

4.  People who attended the Kaohsiung event informed us that the torches, which they had brought with
them for the torchlight parade, were the only “weapons” carried by the democratic opposition group.
The other “weapons” described in KMT accounts are thus either figments of KMT imagination or
were brought in by KMT instigators.

5.  The issue of KMT instigators is an important one: Several reports from Taiwan indicate that the KMT
may have planned to have the Human Rights Day rally end in a violent confrontation, and use it as
a good excuse to crack down on the democratic opposition movement. Some pieces of information
are presented here:
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a. Persons from suburban areas in Kaohsiung reported that they saw in the crowd plaincloth policemen
from their own district attacking the riot police.

b. Several days before the Kaohsiung event police authorities called back paroled criminals. Our sources
in Taiwan suggest that these persons played the role of instigators in the violence, in return for reduced
sentences.

c. Several weeks before December 10, 1979 relatives of high KMT officials in the United States received
a suggestion from the governing authorities to move to a different residence. The KMT may thus have
been planning to crack down on the opposition - no matter what happened at the Human Rights Day
event - and wished to minimize the risk of reprisals against these relatives.

We believe that only a thorough investigation can lead to a firm conclusion. However, it is doubtful that
the governing authorities in Taiwan will conduct any fair or impartial inquiry into the matter. We can only
hope that further information which may clarify the situation, will come out in due time.

Concern in the U.S. Congress

The developments in Taiwan are followed with great concern by officials of the U.S. Government and
by members of Congress. The subcommittees on Asian & Pacific Affairs (chaired by Congressman
Wolff, D - New York) and International Organizations (chaired by Congressman Don Bonker, D -
Washington) of the House Foreign Affairs Committee will conduct joint hearings on the human rights
situation in Taiwan and in several other Asian countries. A Congressional delegation, led by Congress-
man Wolff, will visit Taiwan starting January 21, 1980.

Congressman Jim Leach (R - Iowa), who is particularly well-informed about the developments in
Taiwan, made a statement in the U.S. House of Representatives on December 20, 1979. We believe that
this statement contains an excellent analysis of the situation in Taiwan. We reprint the fu1l statement here
(with the approval of the Congressman’s office) for the benefit of our readers.
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Suspend Military Arms Sales

What can be done to convince the governing authorities in Taiwan that the crackdown on the opposition
movement is against their own best interest ? One must realize that the decision to move against the
opposition leaders represents a victory for the military and right wingers within the KMT over the more
moderate group, led by Kuan Chung (                 ), deputy chief of the KMT policy coordination committee.
The moderate KMI group had been advocating and pursuing an accommodation with the democratic
opposition movement.  Kuan Chung was sacked in the wake of the events of mid-December.

One reason why the Taiwan authorities decided to go ahead with the crackdown is that they are virtually
assured of military supplies from the United States : last summer the U.S. and Taiwan signed a $ 240.7
million arms sale package, involving 48 F5-E fighter aircraft, 500 Maverick air-to-ground missiles, 48
Maverick modification kits and laser target-finder equipment (Far Eastern Economic Review, July 20
1979, p. 23).

On January 21, 1980 the U.S. State Department/Pentagon will formally notify Congress of a $ 291.7
million package, this one involving Hawk anti-aircraft and TOW anti-tank missiles (see New York
Times and Asian Wall Street Journal articles reprinted here).
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These arms sales are reminiscent of the large-scale U.S. arms sales to the Shah of Iran before his downfall.
With the benefit of hindsight we argue that – if the U.S. had been able to convince the Shah - at an early
stage – to stop the repressive SAVAK’s activities, and to allow a democratic opposition with people such
as Bahktiar and Bazarghan to function, then the revolution might have been prevented.

We suggest here that the highest priority in the U.S.’s informal relations with Taiwan should be “ …. the
preservation and enhancement of the human rights of all people in Taiwan” (Taiwan Relations Act,
Section 2(c)).

As Congressman Leach said in his statement of December 20, 1979: “...if there is to be a stable future for the
people of the island, it can only be ensured by expanding rather than restricting basic human liberties.”

In line with our arguments presented above, we suggest that the U.S. suspend military arms sales to
Taiwan until the members of the opposition have been released, and the Taiwan authorities have moved
towards a democratic political system.
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Action

The present mass-arrest and the possible execution of opposition leaders is the most serious situation the
people of Taiwan have faced since the February 28 incident of 1947,

Many of us feel helpless in the face of the KMT’s blatant aggression. However, we should try to do
everything we can. Here in the U.S. we are in a good position to exert pressure on Taiwan. We can
accomplish much if we all act together.

As we have indicated in this Newsletter, the military arms sales are virtually the only means through
which we can influence the KMT. The most recent package will be automatically approved unless
Congress blocks the transaction by majority votes of both houses before February 21st 1980 (not
February 3rd, as we reported earlier!).

Two subcommittees of the House Foreign Affairs Committee have already scheduled joint hearings on
the situation in Taiwan (February 5-7, 1980). We should now try to convince the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee to do the same.

Please send mailgrams or write to the Senators listed below.  It is important that particularly the
conservative senators get a large volume of mail ! !  Say something like:

WE URGE YOU STRONGLY TO HOLD HEARINGS TO INVESTIGATE THE RECENT HUMAN
RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN TAIWAN, AND TO CONSIDER SUSPENSION OF MILITARY ARMS
SALES TO TAIWAN UNTIL (1) THE MEMBERS OF THE DEMOCRATIC OPPOSITION HAVE
BEEN RELEASED, AND (2) THE TAIWAN GOVERNMENT HAS PROGRESSED TOWARDS A
FREE AND DEMOCRATIC POLITICAL SYSTEM.

Please act fast, every day counts!!

Senators:  *Frank Church, Chairman Foreign Relations Committee

George McGovern Edmund Muskie
Claiborne Pel1 *Edward Zorinski
Joseph R. Biden *Jacob K. Javits
*Charles H. Percy *S.I. Hayakawa
*John Glenn *Howard H. Baker
*Richard Stone *Jesse Helms
Paul Sarbanes Richard G. Lugar

*make sure that these Senators receive your message !

Address: Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510


